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PORTFOLIO CHANGE AND RATIONALE 

US economic growth remains robust and despite some recent persistence, inflation remains on track to keep falling over time. We think 
it’s therefore valid to listen to Federal Reserve chair Jerome Powell’s latest comments suggesting that despite some upside inflation 
surprises and better than expected data, interest rate hikes are not on the cards. Given some mild softening in labour and 
manufacturing data recently, the door remains open for interest rate cuts this year and indeed the market is still pricing two 25bps cuts 
before year end. Rate cuts historically have been positive for equity markets in periods where there is not a recession and our Growth 
Barometer, labour markets and services data certainly continue to suggest a recession is not imminent.  

In the near term at least, it seems likely that bond markets will stop fretting about runaway inflation and rate hikes, and the prospect of 
rate cuts will allow equity markets to continue to enjoy what remains a surprisingly positive environment for corporate earnings. As 
such, today we are increasing our exposure to global equities, predominantly via iShares Hedged International Equities. Given this 
benign backdrop, we are also reducing the hedge funds within the global alpha bucket that tend to struggle in this environment versus 
listed equities. The other funding source other than cash is a small reduction to the overweight in credit via Realm Short Term Income 
Fund. Following the change, overall growth exposure moves to +2% above neutral across the strategic series. In the 100Plus portfolio 
we are replacing Barrow Hanley with BetaShares Geared US Equity Fund.  

 
PORTFOLIO CHANGES 

 

 
ASSET CLASS POSITIONING  

Following the changes, the portfolios are now overweight growth exposure. 
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DISCLAIMER 

The information in this document has been provided by Drummond Capital Partners (ABN: 15 622 660 182) AFSL 534213. All the information in this document is general in nature and should not 
be considered personal advice. This document is not intended for public or third-party use.   

To the maximum extent permitted by law, neither Drummond nor any of their associates, related parties, directors, officers, employees, advisers (including financial, accounting and legal advisers) 
or representatives make any recommendation in relation to the investments, or make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the 
information contained in this document.  

This document is intended to provide potential Investors with general information only and does not constitute a product disclosure statement or any other disclosure document under the 
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Act). This document has not been lodged with the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) or any other government body or regulator. 

This information is intended only for persons who qualify as wholesale clients (as defined in section 761G(7) of the Act) or sophisticated investors (as defined in section 761GA of the Act), 
(collectively, Qualifying Investors).  

Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Please seek financial advice.  


